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According to the revolutionary Founding Father who wrote the world out of what now is being punned down as "WWI", Vladimir I. Lenin, increased inappropriateness of government tactics to quench a revolutionary movement is a strong indicator of the latter’s success. The crazier they get in their attempts of manipulation, the higher the actual possibility of substantial change. This idea is already in Das Kapital, in the book’s closing sentence, where Karl Marx borrowed it from a shocked – not neo- but classical – liberal, and in a next step Lenin uses it in the other direction.

By increased inappropriateness we mean both a quantitative and a qualitative shift of enemy efforts in the most neutral possible interpretation in the couple of terms. By we we mean anyone with a positive stake in Abolition. To put it handy, if the security forces of a democratic state of law must not know the content of your vote, how can they get to know that you did not opt them in? Would it not be better if they had customer lists such as any commercial enterprise? Which brings us back to Karl Marx’s description of the democratic state of law as the common rogue stakeholder in all capitalist corporations, that cannot successfully be appeased but ultimately must be abolished, or else excessive competition would be going to wipe out this, our species and considerable natural riches with it.

When the capitalist state boils down to the strategic imbecility necessarily resulting out of unchallenged tactical supremacy, the strongest tactic against it is what Gladio Espionage Battalion operation manuals were carving out as “producing the record that breaks the gramophone.” We know that when the technological metaphors in Das Kapital got technically outmoded, their outmoded characteristics remained valid descriptions of the subject matter, such as the transmission tape in the historical steam engine whose defect would halt the entire production line.

“Producing the record that breaks the gramophone” does not only exploit the enemy’s strongest weakness, namely that it cannot transform its covert activity into an open way of life, because that would obviously make the result appear much worse than the same thing pursued openly from early on, but also deflects reciprocation thereof directed against us on the ground Lenin had laid. And indeed his proposal of public toilets being plastered with gold sums up a whole shipload of cyber war skills and experience.

In this follow-up edition to the earlier “Moron Hunt through Haze October” which is urgently recommended as basic introduction to this paper, we look into four directions all of which have two faces, making it actually eight of them: faith, activism, entertainment and administration. Additionally there are three pillars which were put up years ago in order to corner the shooting war into its own historical origins in the destructive forces of the accumulation of capital, and an independent offer of a way out of it. ■
Eight Directions

Number: One
Title: Zen Guru Proposes Sustainable Solution to Overpopulation Problem
Date: Sunday Oct 18th, 2015
Name: Willigis J. Immerath

Content: Few may have noticed, but mice, market insiders and buzzards did: This year brought the lion’s share of this world’s population from eating last year’s crops to munching away the current harvest. The food processing queue invisible from most places in wealthy societies has vanished. The buffer that did allow most of us to ignore the regular irregularities in natural food supply is gone. The storehouses are empty. Where food riots are not imminent they are just a radiation leak away. If you thought that this was nuts just go buy a few nuts to notice the difference.

It seems more than unlikely that humans when they cannot entrust to and get back full storehouses from food chains of befriended species would willingly engage in forming human food chains. Besides, the animals would be demanding a form of human society where involvement in hierarchies is reversible. If not, any effort to push others in place for it would necessarily devolve into mass stampede. Short of it, most humans would rather negotiate themselves into cannibalising each other than start a food chain and get sucked in by it. The mere risk thereof keeps so many addicted to cannibalising animals just in case it could become unavoidable to switch over.

If we agree upon rules for the cannibalising early enough before our stomachs are ready for it, we can implement these rules to avoid the cannibalising altogether. I propose as a rule that people turning into food belong to these they follow on social networks. If you chose to be my follower, then I am going to donate your life for population reduction. If you can abstain from following me, then you can also share food with others. You can do the same with your followers, and if enough of us are doing it then we can defuse the population bomb before everybody gets too hungry to make any reasonable decision. Once you follow one of us, you are doing it to all your followers anyway.

In case most people chose to cease following each other and just a few remain in the filters of population reduction the result is a solution as well, since you can make the Great Leap into Vegan Feeding instead of being followers. It is more likely than not that these remaining in that role do all fit into the discarded animal slaughterhouses, for our species to provide a gesture of permanent change. That is more humane than stuffing empty storehouses with human food chains, or substituting food with meat. And unlike the One Child Policy did it leaves everyone a free choice before it becomes too late for all.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Number: Two
Title: Bono Collaterally Slashes Virgin Arrangement
Date: Monday Oct 19th, 2015
Name: Geoffrey Anstey

Content: The Irish musician famous for his rat-herding of United Nations bureaucrats today turned down
what analysts termed a frivolous offer by media giant Virgin Records. The artist management conglomerate had offered Bono a tour organisation treaty including large scale state-sponsored concerts, which would have given visitors a guarantee that stage-diving was to take place in all of the events. United Nations Special Representative for Cultural Affairs Tevik Breibarz said the bureau regretted the decision, as customers would have been offered a money-back clause in case there was no stage-diving in some of the corporation’s presentations.

According to the arrangement, staff of a security contractor monitored by United Nations supervisors would have been trained for guarding the events and jumping in to catch up the singer in case the audience lacked sufficient impulse to do so. Yet the official, who expressed hope to remain assigned with the task that could have guaranteed him a stay in the United Kingdom for the duration of the project, argued such a scenario was unlikely, as contractors were instructed to take preemptive measures. Visitors would be placed into alphanumeric chessboard fields according to an artificial intelligence estimate of their internet profiles calculating the probability curve for their participation in stage-diving.

The software would automatically guide these most likely to catch up close to the stage, and leave security supervisors most of the time standing by idly behind the lines, only giving occasional clues to the selection heuristics. But in a London Anti-Opencast Network fund-raising press conference the musician explained to a news anchor that the system was a stillborn of dancing-challenged minds and could not function properly. Instead he proposed free admission for visitors to stage-diving areas, plus a political autonomy that would allow them to maintain awareness for collective decisions with security privileges such as excluding counterproductive individuals from their midst.

"We do spontaneous stage-diving whoever we feel free like it, never, never in arranged form" he said to a Nepalese state television representative reporting on the network’s recent study covering the influence of open-cast on earthquake activity. "You have just heard how the risk of open-cast triggering an earthquake is not limited to open-cast regions. Without an audience fully in charge of itself one cannot limit the risks of stage-diving either." Bono went on lambasting an United Nations proposal which would have given open-cast a ten years permit in exchange for a moderate increase of the subsidy cover of the Himalayan Earthquake Compensation Fund, triggering shrill protest from the Special Representative who insisted that it was a specific member state initiative.

Bono also said the inter-governmental organisation had already hired architects with vested interests as to draw up plans for the contractor which began hiring staff a year ago, arguing that dry run experience was crucial for its management. “This is one of many negative examples of prime obviousness what can go wrong in the eve of an earthquake. You might have morons who imagine mistaking the map for the territory was a master-plan lining up the usual bullies behind themselves to ram it through. Once it turns out that it is not, the damage is so vast that the determination of its cause might get lost in the bulk of problems opening up.” He compared stage-diving visitors distracted by the efforts of security contractors to villages entangled in United Nations micro-credits programs which have increased under the current policy.

Bono quoted a banking clerk from a Nepalese town participating in the United Nations program with the assertion that customer data was sold to security contractors, triggering a sharp increase in requests seeking help in negotiating with offers containing over-tailored micro-management efforts. In one case an
industrial production zone suffering heavy earthquake damage was rebuilt without hardening, because a contract was given to an external conglomerate containing an early warning system manufacturer with vested arms trade interests, which guaranteed repeated rebuilding would be financed in exchange for rare earth mineral open-cast operations in the country being managed out of remote control trailers inserted into the area.

Number: Three
Title: Mayoral Candidate Stabbing Suspect Tied To Security Firm
Date: Wednesday Oct 21st, 2015
Name: Ras Ramsay

Content: The forty-four years old suspect in the knife attack on a non-partisan administrative official running in a German local election has been identified as an employee of an international security firm by state prosecutors. Cologne-based politician Henriette Reker, who was stabbed with a butcher blade at the climax of her campaign, had played a substantial role in the handling of the country’s refugee crisis, suggesting the perpetrator’s statements concerning his anti-immigration motives to be generally credible. But now it turned out that on top of the background noise of racism, a robust conflict of interests might have exercised the central role.

Up to this point Tieselgade International Enterprises (TIE) has only played a stay-behind part in the refugee crisis, instead keeping its focus on corporate and military clients. According to a management spokesperson of the company’s European branch, the culprit had never been involved in the contractor’s role in an upgrade of nuclear warheads in a sharing pool maintained at a mountainside airbase close to the city. Instead he said the firm went to dispatch the man to guarding a premium commercial facility in the city centre Reker’s platform had recently announced to reclaim for administrative purposes other than the refugee crisis.

The building currently still packed with tenants is historically anchored in the legacy of a prominent 19th century auto-mobile pioneer and due to its attractive location between central station and Cathedral eyed as first choice for the new seat of the Town Archive, which has been looking back and forth for a replacement location since subway construction bungling had caused significant damage to its containment and content some years ago. The non-partisan candidate recently came to pick up the initiative after regulators had declined proposed cuts into the city’s tiny vegetation belts for construction purposes, and the Town Archive board of directors came to file a complaint against inappropriate relocation efforts the same day and hour environmentalists presented a profile of the damage already caused by bureaucratic bungling.

The Tieselgade International Enterprises group is known for its doctrine to fire employees associated to it for efficiency management reasons in case it loses control of a site. In case Reker would be implementing the improved archive relocation plan as outlined, asking parliament to buy out the current tenants of Otto House for a symbolic amount, it would almost certainly have cost the assailant’s job. On the other hand, a successful disruption of her campaign possibly might have seen him promoted to the much better paid nuclear sharing upgrade effort, which requires security entourages to be provided for thousands of
military technicians and soldie coming into the country to install and operate warheads.

Besides its entanglement with nuclear armament, Tieselgade International Enterprises also plays a controversial role in the handling of civilian atomic power stations. In the preparation of its recent Sendai reactor reactivations, the Japanese government hired the firm for distraction purposes, and if its content can be taken by the letter also out of a sense of panic, to produce and maintain an internet profile purportedly belonging to a Sendai based infant allegedly having cracked an official email server. But the attempted identity abuse went up in flames once administrative specialists pointed their fingers at the fact that, even in accusing themselves of what the content in order to beg for credibility went to describe as remarkable human rights violations, “these honks could not abstain from lauding their own supposed efficiency.” TIE had earlier advertised its efforts in Sendai prefecture as “a showcase scenario for a new way of catastrophe pre-emption.”

Yet according to the corporate speaker, the assailant had only been employed in local operations in Cologne. “We hired him last winter to guard civilian businesses, he never came to be involved with our military programs. Tieselgade International Enterprises regrets that the city administration has come into conflict with some of our customers. We fully reaffirm the Mayor’s exclusive privilege to buy out civilians for administrative purposes. Our military efforts continue as scheduled until the national government chooses to cancel the nuclear sharing altogether.” Pressured for details he declined to answer questions whether the assailant had been involved with “Sendai tactics” in the context of the Reker campaign.

Number: Four
Title: Klitchkov Blasting Separatists over Chemical Weapons
Date: Thursday Oct 22nd, 2015
Name: Avi Buchenwald

Content: It is both the iconic name of a Moscow musical suddenly turned into a death trap, and the actual wind direction that would provide the highest probability of it actually doing it: North-East. That title saw theatre soldiers, real gunmen taking the stage, and finally air-conditioning-system-based gassing; that weather would carry chemical rounds fired over Eastern Ukraine further into the country and enable enemies to risk-free fire. Indeed, such as Chernobyl penetrated the security fence, no anew cold war can provide sort of an umbrella against the chemical threat. Now boxer-turned-mayor Vitali Klitchko of Kiev blew a whistle meant to signal that it is already happening.

Klitchko said through a Japanese cover firm Putin had ordered weather satellite data from American sources covering Ukrainian territory that would be used to calculate the best time for an attack. Once the wind direction was suitable, a chemical bombing would draw a corridor of death into Ukrainian territory, through which heavy artillery was to roll in as to loot and destroy towns and resources on both sides thereof. He said there were rivalling forces within the Russian military and some were eager to commit a chemical attack with the described profile as to seduce the central command to redeploy follow-up forces from its Islamic fronts.
“Not only does this make our health dependent on how the air moves here, it also makes it dependent upon how the wind of opportunity blows in Moscow. And that is a parameter we just do not like to reckon with in our daily lives.” He said the speculations going on in the Russian army indicated that Moscow was not fully in check of its capabilities, and that there was a risk that a middle-ranking commander seeing an opportunity to take its internal rivals by surprise might break the chain of command if he managed to convince a sufficient group of equal-ranking followers that a domino effect was likely. “The problem is that there is a significant difference between a number of enemy commanders becoming convinced of that likelihood and its actual occurrence.”

“They might start gassing us just because they think that would allow them to gear up at the expense of their comrades, and then you also might have one or another of those separatists throwing a small chemical grenade here or there as to tease its masters into committing it on a large scale.” Klitchko said in some areas separatists or military agents had put up signs at the border bragging over the 2003 Russian special forces operation known for its brazen breach of the chemical weapons convention respectively the corridor wind. “These may appear rusty, but here they are recent since the grass had not even bleached yet under the debris left from their installation.”

He elaborated as a result of the ongoing internal tug-of-war, every piece of chemical ammunition in the arsenals was getting polished day by day “since the Russians are dumping a lot of effort into collectively straying along the red lines of no-go policies at a grenade-throwing distance.” He added that the gassing issue was difficult to raise, since many Russians when confronted with the reports of the incidents and the multiple risk potential in them, “either out of ignorance, fear or worse” would assume that the subject matter was energy trade rather than war crimes. “But it could easily become a non-issue once chemical weapons are purged from all pages of the Russian portfolio.”

Critics have said the Ukrainian celebrity known for its fierce nationalism and affluence in central European languages was lashing out into a wrong direction and Russia and its allies were not the culprits. Chemical ammunition pieces which according to the Kiev administration were found in the disputed territories are carrying the inscription “Jerusalem Steel Moscow” suggesting it either was a Russian product or a false-flag campaign of the kind the last generation of czars used to get its death knell going. Neither explanation is the most unlikely one in a whole bunch of unlikely assertions. The only certainty is that no peace has occurred so far and the series of pin-prick incidents never ceased.

Number: Five
Title: Trollhattan Killer’s Odd Obsession Revealed
Date: Friday Oct 23rd, 2015
Name: Redford O. Thomas

Content: Young male serial killers, unless they have imams or rabbis, tend to have one thing in common: A sort of an hobby pursued like a profession-to-be they tend to spend most of their time with – either it is their guns, or a cultural supremacism or over-affirmation of leadership, or a commercial aberration binding unguarded personality traits – as well as a huge motivation to stick to it. And it is hard to turn down the thought experiment that if the world was as in the capitalist war propaganda, as stacks of
wasted paper and box office charts would like to suggest, there would be a special place for them as specific professionals. But in the real life of international system average and climate chaos they are dead-enders.

A qualified look must begin with the observation that these days that reservoir is already being tapped before someone makes you want to cry for Red Adair. Phenomena such as the American Tea Party, the Libyan Regime Change or the Ukrainian Colour Renaissance have built themselves upon dead-end loners recruited for and integrated into an architecture of power and control. Yet since all of the above are enterprises without clear destination and arrival, it would be cynical to speculate that the long-term effects of such social engineering monsters were less damaging than the pile of black smoke conquering the screens once the spark hits the gusher.

Indeed it is next to impossible for a teen coincidentally coming to witness the effects of these efforts upon the professionals perpetrating them not to conclude that the dead-enders must have got a serious point. The clerical error of a decade lost to defiance for gun control campaigns was the attempt to limit the circulation of the hardware. Yet in an era of ever-increasing military exports, such a cheese-cup approach cannot be taken seriously and only bring about debate quagmire. It is not that the idea of limiting hardware circulation was wrong, but that it is so right that in order to be effective it has to begin at a deeper level – below zero actually, with cutting military sales.

And that is still only the smaller part of the truth, as guns specifically produced for killing are increasingly getting substituted with dual-use items. Ultimately they can only be kept in check with a cut against the social engineering efforts triggering the incidents, the Swedish swordsman chasing the school being the latest high profile example thereof. Not due to some parental or nutritional malfunction they go nuts, but because they drifted into the gravity of an official disinformation campaign before they caught up a signal that opened their eyes, and decided to invest all of their efforts into catapulting themselves out of the former. And once they understand how adult society is besieged by such black holes, in their eyes their bullets appear as mere specks.

What would have become of the Trollhattan killer had he not become a killer can only be guessed. But according to a suburban gardening club in the area, the young man had terrorised his neighbourhood before he terrorised the school. "In our earlier days we drew anger when we climbed for cherries and accidentally broke a branch" said a senior member. "But this guy went along with his sniffer dog whacking off branches for no purpose at all wherever one of us had happened to take a break. We were discussing on top of our organisation meeting why somebody would like to do this, and finally my brother who is a psychiatrist in Denmark said on the phone that it is as if Jehovah’s Witnesses were ringing your doorbell without Jehovah. Yet my bell ceases ringing once you take off your finger."

This would explain why in the aftermath of the incident a local doctor has explained to prosecutors that the young man when getting treated for a cold asked which paths he was recommending to seniors for taking a walk. "At the time I wondered why he would want to know, but since prevention can never set in too early, of course I told him for the sake of his relatives too." The doctor later noticed how the health effects on patients following his recommendations decreased but said he was lacking waterproof scientific evidence to diagnose a hate crime. The doctor elaborated that during this period his prescriptions of blood pressure medications for the same group had increased as well, making him
erroneously assume patients had given distorted or mutilated feedback.

The pathological tree-hater, who only two or three generations earlier might have been hired as a colonial soldier paving the way for destructive corporations, today – as indigenous people to be driven off virginal lands without proof they could bring to impoverished cities have become almost extinct – is an useless stub of a career. But false flag spies are still licking their fingers to get one of these into their hands, always longing to tap into public anger as to keep the effects of their activities away from themselves. And once the wolves feel someone trying to attempt to put them on a leash they are beginning to bite whomever they can reach, and who does not wear ankle protectors and gear.

So where does the anger originate from? Was it Vietnam trauma treatment films flushing across the Atlantic with the conservative side-effect of being mistaken as role models, paramilitary advertising following the “anti”-terrorist policy to demonstrate the weapon without showing the blood which fired back, or Ku-Klux-Klan type hate-propaganda characters masquerading as American idols blowing up once again? The professional view is that we might never have been attracted to any interest therein, had not someone taken efforts to tap into the anger, which just unlike oil is becoming more once doing so and dries out if not. Though in a moment when medics were still too confused to see through the fog of war, the table of elders failed to blow the whistle.

Is there a female version of this as well? No matter whether creative or dead-ender, females tend to take sidelined roles in the lives of Gary Geek and Joe Nerd. But usually there is a self-reliant minority of females going the same track without mating. Yet unless one would widen the focus to the increasing amount of young people who when developing an idea of their life cannot find themselves appropriately seated in the job market and its forefront career models, the phenomenon is more openly exposed in the gun representation community, such as NRA poster girls. Once again, the explanation that no “finers” (fracked nerds) from the other sex have occurred in the public may as well be as profane as that they all applied for jobs with their pimps.

Number: Six
Title: Drone loses DU round near Mecca
Date: Saturday Oct 24th, 2015
Name: Max B. Rupp

Content: Friday prayers had just ended and the pilgrimage city was cooling down when the unthinkable happened: A killer robot of the “unmanned aerial vehicle” type or so-called “drone” entered the restricted airspace and dropped a heavy piece of ammunition just above a residential area. There was no explosion, as the ammunition was not fired but merely falling down from an apparently loose carrier system, and no humans or houses hurt or destroyed, since the piece hit an empty road surface devoid of pilgrims, but due to it being radioactive material the city experienced a nightly catastrophe management effort with a decontamination team in inflatable suits performing an in-depth clean-up of the area and closing the impact crater. Ulema requested the immediate and permanent shutdown of the robot base in Djibouti.
It has happened before, especially on Fridays, that American robots on their way to or returning from targets on the peninsula or the African horn have been straying into Arab airspace, but this is the first time that one of them was unloading upon it. It was not immediately clear whether the vehicle had already attacked other targets, but Arab airspace controllers said that it hastily returned to Djibouti after the drop. There are however rumours according to which an earlier incident of the same pattern above the Egyptian desert ended only with the honour suicide of the Hispanic pilot at a Navy facility in Unitedstates, and the Cairo regime bent to avoid any public mentioning of the radiation issue leaving the removal of the poison to later generations.

An official in Riyadh said: “We are routinely sending out customised signals designed to jam their geo-location channels once our radar notices them snatching into the airspace of our territorial waters, to make them like mosquitoes screwing in a light bulb. But we are not sending the op-codes to unlock ammunition, no, our specialists are working hard to try to neutralise these signals, because their pilots do not respect our faith and like to harass us on Fridays.” The statement suggested that if Arabia were to interfere with the kill commands coming in through stealth military satellites, for moral reasons it would only do so in a total knock-out form as not to leave any grain of ambiguity with its repeated calls for the pilots to be held accountable.

The incident occurred after the robot had been cruising for a while above a valley near Mecca covered with residential areas. Apparently, after a while the device lost orientation, or more precisely went to pass on spoof location data to its pilot suggesting it was above Al-Aqsa Mosque (that is what the national government has configured to be fed all the time in such situations), besides the unaltered camera feed for which it apparently had been straying there in the first place. Only a few minutes after the device began forwarding the obvious spoof meant as a diplomatic go-away hint to its pilot, it dropped the depleted uranium before it left into the direction of South-West. Since the so-called “emergency drop” does not make use of the ammunition’s guidance system, it could come down anywhere within a probabilistic cone underneath the flightpath.

But the inhabitants of Mecca county had luck and it merely kissed the asphalt. According to renegade technicians, besides the shooting the killer robot interface offers an op-code to drop ammunition, as to reduce the weight of a “drone” that otherwise would remain beyond its return range. But the same source also said there was an official policy prescribing the feature only to be used above international waters. So even if the pilot really assumed his vehicle was above Al-Aqsa Mosque, and might crash into the Red Sea when the fuel runs out before reaching Djibouti, to remain in line with his agency’s covert operation rules he would have had to fly it above what he would assume to be the Mediterranean or even beyond Sinai before discarding the payload to rescue the carrier system.

In a White House press briefing, a spokesperson said the incident might have occurred due to one of the windmill arrays in the coastal waters near Jiddah which the oil-rich country had been installing as an alleged energy diversification showcase a couple of years ago. “At this point we presume that the "Wind Investment For Islam" in the Red Sea is the most likely cause of the accident. Since there was no wind at the time, there was no energy in its power lines. In that condition such arrays serve as huge antennas amplifying any electromagnetic noise they catch up and echoing it in a distorted form that might harm military communication.” He did not elaborate however why the robot pilot steered his vehicle into the proximity of the stealth defence capacity in the first place if he had known that it was active at the time.
or whether a change of pilot had taken place while it was in the air.

An Ulema representative said on Saturday: “The depleted uranium attack represents a significant shift in Western policy and behaviour whose origins are rooted in the breach of secular international law by the 2003 war against Iraq. In the 1991 war we could still rely upon an element of sanity in our allies, which is no longer alive in the current American military doctrine. In the old days a tank that noticed it would be driving into a friendly village could be turned around to go against the enemy by a mere waving of a flag. In the current era, a robot that noticed it drove into a friendly town goes on until we are triggering a Return Path Insufficiency Error in its operation system, and maybe a Known Unknowns Handling Failure in an insane pilot. And such as we would send a hero with a magnetic device to stop the tank rather than spraying our territory with nuclear waste, we configure our firewalls to do with the aerial threat instead of shooting it down above our heads.”

Number: Seven
Title: C-Rate Starlet Harasses United Nations First Ladies Forum
Date: Tuesday Oct 27th, 2015
Name: Harry F. Kisser

Content: Around the turn of the century, she had her fifteen minutes of network fame, but now in her mid-life crisis she is thirsty for more: Icelandic singer Bjork who once filled arenas and galvanised audiences has a hard time coping with her own expendability, and brought it to an United Nations gathering on family values which had been scheduled to produce a female counterweight to the Catholic churches male-led event on the issue. For that purpose, Mrs. Ban invited the First Ladies of all member states, but not all attended. Bjork showed up with fabricated United Nations documents masquerading as the housewife of Venezuelan President Maduro, and tricked some of the participants for some of the time.

Ella Morgan of the Maldives Islands had just opened the debate on the handling of driving licenses, when the Icelandic singer requested an emergency meeting on the issue of the Snowden visum in the name of the Caracas government. According to the formal rules of the institution, any member state can invoke emergency proceedings and interrupt ongoing affairs, and for the sake of equality exactly these do apply to the First Ladies Forum as well. But when the alleged Mrs. Maduro had taken the microphone, it only took her a few sentences to set up the frame for a lengthy speech, and make the filibuster problem an equal-opportunity offence.

Despite being a First Ladies Forum, the FLF is in no way different from its male counterparts. And so it became a platform for the false Venezuelan suggesting how to make marriage more popular, and communicate her conviction that, had it not been for international flight path meddling, the whistle-blower would already be married. She argued arranged marriages were not inherently invalid, but only when the arrangement was not validated by the department of family affairs of the respective state where it was to take place. Arrangements only were to be made under official supervision as to avoid negative side-effects of people being married to each other against their will.
This arrangement ensures that every marriage arranged by the ministry is a public role model for others to follow up, so there is not only a direct increase in marriages, but an indirect one as well, which is why our arrangement offices are talking of the turbo engine of family policy. At the same time we cut the negative examples plus we prevent the side-effects of their public distraction.” Bjork who obviously played the “yes-mam” card said stable states ought to be interested in a high marriage rate, and that she preferred an arrangement policy to both marriage of choice and abstention of choice.

She did not say though whether she also preferred arranged divorce over divorce of choice and continuity of choice. She alleged her own alleged marriage with the leader of Venezuela was a result of a prototype of such a policy pursued by the country’s military, a statement which later caused the country’s ambassador to the United Nations to state that on her actual background these words were to be understood “as a more or less frivolous and desperate articulation of marry me.”

She also dealt out what she described as anecdotal experience from the South American country. “I was called by the director of a tax collection bureau sitting between some inactive volcanoes. He said: I would like to do austerity, but how? I said: Do you have a parking for your staff? He said: Yes we have. I said: Squeeze three cars into the space of two. Then he called me again: My colleagues are complaining, I said: Does your entry and exit lane have a middle line? He said: Yes. I said: Narrow it and you can legally remove that. - Do you now understand austerity? We saved the investment for an extra parking for the staff of the nearby court. And it is a perfect example for your wedding party as well.”

The meeting was stunned, but protest came from the Guatemalan delegate who said Mrs. Maduro was looking much less healthy than at their recent bilateral meeting, and suggested her to make a call for security personnel in order to escort her to a doctor for wellness treatment. The Italian representative said for anyone coming from a city shaped by car industry, the proposal was blatantly pathetic since it increased lethal risks. The First Lady of Czech argued that she got to know how her later spouse when looking for a parking spot and would not be here had the proposed arrangements been implemented at the time. There also were a handful of First Gentleman, but none of them applied for the word.

Bjork went praising her own proposal for its supposed advantage of taking all individual responsibility off the participants. “I only do the kitchen and care for the children, and even as most of my efforts are wasted I never get to know which and which not. That absolves me of any thought as to whether the noise I produce makes any sense, and even of any quest for meaning in life. The department of family affairs thinks in my place, evaluates in my place and decides in my place, where-ever my spouse may be too emancipated to do so. Actually the only thing it does not do is carry out my children for me. But with that arrangement I am confident they will become good citizens.”

At that point the First Lady of Guatemala called another interrupt on technicality, saying that she had just commanded United Nations security guards to escort her confused colleague out to take a breath of fresh air. She said, “as everyone has heard she is not interested to take up emotional attachment, social value or individual responsibility for her actions, neither in the past, the present or the future, so I have just founded an instant United Nations Department of Family Affairs, only to make this decision in her name and get it approved by her own criteria of legitimacy, which I hereby am dissolving again since I would not like it for myself and presume so do you.”
Under heavy applause of the audience, blue-helmet security guards from the organisation’s international staff then took the visibly shaken starlet at both hands, escorting her out of the meeting. A later public statement released by Mrs. Ban said that alleged United Nations documents containing a photograph from Bjork’s better years and the name Maduro, which had caused the guards to allow her participation in the first place, were a forgery and probably produced by a government, and that Venezuela likely was chosen as a target since its government had hinted it would not attend. “We ask all of you to understand that we had to have her violently removed.”

Number: Eight  
Title: Interest Rate Hike Poker Coming to a Climax  
Date: Friday Oct 30th, 2015  
Name: Ras Ramsay

Content: There is a saying haunting London stock exchange: What is the difference between the euro and the dollar? Answer: If you see someone kicking a cash-box down the road, you know he is wearing steel caps. The pun has a familiar ring with blue collar workers who are seeing their central banks as ailing white-collar colleagues desperately seeking for excuses to stay off the job: I know, doctor, all my results are fine, but will you for this price please write a professional excuse into that form? Looking at their bread boxes however, most workers self-evidently understand that something is fundamentally wrong with their central banks – and it is not just a clerical error, it is the papal error of financial policy, namely that the political overstretch of a paper tiger ideology is allowed to rip apart the self-proclaimed currency of currencies.

What is happening to the prestigious “green-back” however is not like the tiger going after the bunny, but more like the ivy plant eating the family home. There is no spectacular surprise, there is remarkable growth, there is a lot of time and opportunity to get off that track, and in the end there is irreparable damage. The central bank of the dollar currency is in a situation where even without any economic obstacles to do so, it cannot finish the financial crisis. The emergency diesels of financial policy, the incentives for banks to spend money with expectations of unlimited destiny (in some cases supplemented with pin-prick punishments for these remaining behind their own expectation) have been stinking for so long that now many youngsters in the market never got to know different conditions. The governing council is on the leash of a political ideology which takes the necessary correction for a bargaining card not to be put down on the table before a bestial regime believes to have intimidated its last critic. It is a long and windy road, and the “Federal Reserve Bank” kicking its own fiscal sanity along is a side-effect of the “National Security Agency” death-marching the remaining opponents of its enslavement schemes.

At a recent Trotsky/Juche Bridging Group Session at London Speakers Corner titled “Is the Knife Intifada a Conscious Blowback Against Turnkey Totalitarianism?” the question on the meaning of interest rate hikes was posed as well. Professor Joshua Gwindelberg of Johannesburg University said that the pronouncements of central banks were to be understood like the transition from mutually assured destruction to nuclear missile defence in the late cold war. “At that point the offensive technologies changed and the pattern of attack became camouflaged with decoy. You would no longer have one nuclear warhead entering your space, but ten fake ones coming along with it, leaving you with the
eleven-fold effort to destroy them at a distance. Nowadays a central bank decision on interest rate hikes might look quite similar.”

“For example, I would be saying, I don’t care any longer that I did not vote for you, and the honks would be saying, follow that guy and increase interest rates by one-hundred-and-ten per cent. Then thirty-eight per cent of the electorate who never voted for mathematics would imagine it was only a slight increase by ten percent to overall one-hundred-and-ten per cent of the hitherto value. Of the rest a solid majority would be so confused that the announcement is being made in per cent and not in percentage points that they would not even come close to understanding that they are being tricked with a nonsensical choice of calculation baseline. A clever minority would see that we cannot build future recovery upon past fraud, but their arguments would be turned down with the brag-phrase that it was merely a slight increase.”

He went on: “Have you found in state and commercial media that a military facility in Belgium was gatecrashed by a non-violent activist triggering a terror alarm? Probably yes. Have you found how he did it? Probably not. The purported bomb turned out to be a pile of cinnamon, and the alleged terrorism consisted in the possession of a bottle of shaving cream which he used to write “BOYKOT TAKTBOOK” on the gate. Look that up over the intranet and you will find a cold war military operation manual for handling post-neutron-bomb situations, of which critics have been saying from early on that it was written with the purpose to enslave civilian survivors.

Have you found in your media that Germany is cracking down on vigilantes? Probably yes. Have you found that the groups arrested had maps with all the military bases of the American occupation crossed out? Probably not. Have you found that honey-pot gaming continues, leaving rotten factories full of toxic waste and special devices next to protected rivers for vigilante groups to get entrapped in what they are expected to perceive as cheap training grounds? Probably not.

Have you found in your media that the renegade Nazi apparatus got hyperactive like a lab animal in a cage since its occupiers bought off the pre-Crusades dynasty brat running its special guest-house behind Daddy’s castle? That their secret security cabinet even fell to the temptation to fire-bomb a church offering asylum to refuseniks? Probably not. Have you found reports that Palestinians used knives against Israelis? Probably yes. But have you also found that the occupation forces began restricting sales of non-sliced bread first? Probably not. I could be going on like this for ages.”

At that point a listener held up a video conference device and said he had a direct contribution from Julian Assange: “First, let me say that everyone can obtain the neutron bomb documents through Wikileaks. Then professor, do you have a snap answer to the turnkey totalitarianism question?”

“Would you expect those re-enacting the bestial torture technologies of the Thirty Years War to have the bizarre ideological battle cries of that war in mind? Would you expect those trying to install an electromagnetic device on your ankle instead of legally ordering you to serve a cellphone like a train driver his train to have medieval torture chambers in mind?”

A man in the audience with a business suit and a suitcase asked: “Please explain the role of the Renminbi in this.” “You have just heard of which leaves a paper tiger is made. Reciprocal neoliberalism means that the thirty-eight per cent effect – named after the breaking point of the Roman numeral system beyond which the simplified maths of the vassals could not count – is valid for these paying lip-service
to our revolutionary Founding Fathers as well. It makes up the transcendental beauty of the Arab numbers that they do not have a breaking point, and you can either master them in their entire range of application or not at all, such as the Eurasian alphabets in contrast to the Chinese one. Korea cut some of its ties to China over it, since over-loaded with neoliberalism the Renminbi is nearing the end of its face-saving runway without taking off.”

The follow-up question of an apparent Muslim practitioner whether an Arab currency could help the Palestinians from occupation to peace was answered with the proposal to organise his own talk on the issue of How Did the Rouble Shrug Off the Economic Stranglehold since that answer would break the present attention span.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Content: It gave an impression of Russian roulette at the pump – when the Brussels regime raided offices of European oil corporations last week there was no mentioning of the deadly bullet that could bring about the liquidation of these fossil legacies from the most ruthless decades of industrialisation. That smoking gun would be the notorious “Bhopal of the seabed”, the deep water drilling catastrophe in the gulf of Mexico, in which the “American Dream” to stop the rise of the sea level before total disarmament had gone up in flames. Stuck on downplaying like a Mandarin emperor, official statements even suggested that the raids were a routine event such as if the same had happened every year before.

Never before in any industrial technology the decline of the profit rate as predicted by the market analysis of Karl Marx has been mapped so transparently on a single decisive technical parameter of the means of production as in deep water oil drilling, so the unprecedented industrial disaster is iconic for the intransparency over the precise consumption status of oil resources the regimes are keeping up in their own particular interest. This strange inspection of the aged retort monsters of colonialism by the same mad scientists (resp. evil imposters) who created them carries all the hallmarks of a distraction from what really is wrong with the fossil legacy at the intersection of state and monetary power.

By now the term fracking has made it all the way down the narrative food chain from the affected through the activist subculture, the internet community, and now even commercial media and state politics, and awareness is growing that open cast coal miners as well are seduced to excavate deeper and pile up higher for less stuff and fouler competition. Oddly enough none of this seemed to matter in the raids which in Indonesian state media were reported to have left behind scratched computer screens, smashed plants and soft drinks poured over office chairs, whatever would be expected to be hidden in these things. They seem to have taken place only for the (perceived) prestige of the Brussels officials and their hierarchical self-gratification, and maybe as a deceptive gesture towards the political consensus for collectivisation in South America as well.

Such a placement of focus without ecological awareness indicates that there is something fundamentally wrong with both the governments and the oil corporations, with petty struggling masquerading as existential clash increasingly failing to distract from it. It is no secret that the imperialist powers in their grab for resources have abused their own state religions as pretexts for their greed, not only since the knowledge triggered prominent resignations. The first drilling concessions were signed
to evil imposters who, in terms of international law, extracted all political legitimacy gained from the church/state separation principle out of these nations. The British state with its antics-entrenched suicide complex derived from the subtle humiliation out of the change of roles with its former colonies on stolen indigenous lands is no exception to the lack of business ethics to be diagnosed on the mainland.

Taking this crazy normalcy of fraud and cover-up as a background, a rather mundane explanation for the raids comes into mind: Cameron’s dirty intelligence failure legacy corporation got raided because it, just like its counterparts on the European mainland, failed to catch any of the lucrative deals precarious nations in efforts to distance themselves from the North Americans have thrown to the Chinese recently. And there could be more former colonies or colonial markets breaking out of the systematic deception maintained by the fossil lobbyists, provided these cultures will be able to see through the respective smokescreens of their own corruption.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Number: Ten
Title: Translation of an Underground Report Circulating in North Korea
Date: Friday Jun 7th, 2013
Name: Anonymous

Content: (Names have been altered for protection.) Looting and Agony in the Countryside - A farmer we met at his field offered us to devote a few of his working hours to take us on a tour through the dying villages on the mining front. We saw the old and new appearance of a village being relocated due to mine extension. The village was built by industrial workers on the barns of their ancestors. Some buildings were still inhabited, but most empty and many of them nailed shut. The only business was a deconstruction firm, the only posted message about external accommodation for contractors. The man said he could not take us to his home town but conditions were similar.

In the middle of the village we found a precious old growth tree of a pharmaceutical species which is extremely rare at this age, since it remained uncut during centuries of fraudulent trade. Many villagers along the mining front have never talked to each other about the values of their properties, and only found out afterwards that the mining office had penetrated the prayer circles of their wives. Photographs were taken at celebrations, and profiles are maintained to micromanage when to make which compensation offer to whom. Many are ashamed of this treatment and going through a period of silence. The names of these officials are known, but it would be futile to list them in a legal complaint.

The monastery next to the tree was given up and the pilgrim site locked, but its size indicated that at times the village appears to have accommodated a multitude of its permanent population. The hospital has been closed and staff relocated. On the parking
lot there was a car of a contractor watching for looters. The farmer said once in a while even rich party officials would appear in expensive cars to take bathroom equipment in a colour whose production was discontinued. At another opportunity a dying village had been flooded with staff of a stunt film production. The farmer pointed at the village entrance sign installed at a height unreachable without a ladder as iconic for the condition.

There is no clear distinction between inhabited and rotting buildings, and often looting hits these who had not yet relocated. The mining office is sending in contractors to mow the lawns though. Homes to be given up are required to be handed over in clean condition, but regularly cracked up and defecated into. At the entrance of the cemetery our acquaintance told us that he had his family grave relocated after one third of the legal minimum time a grave site has to remain closed under local soil conditions. He rejected the offer to have the procedure done by contractors and took the skull of his father in his own hands.

The cemetery was full of old growth trees, with remaining grave sites spread all over the area and water supply intact. The last funeral had taken place more than a decade ago. The size and structure including the location of the priest grave in the centre of the compound were reproduced in the cemetery of the new village, with a line of differently coloured bricks marking the area to be opened in the centre square. The relocated graves were all squeezed into one quarter of the cemetery close to the main entrance and the water supply had the pressure of a fire hose. The homes were scattered far across the area and the new location was chosen next to the facilities of a bigger town.

There was no shadow in the village centre. An inhabitant working in front of his house asked whether he was satisfied with the relocation said that he had no choice. Street names and house numbers were largely reproduced, but for logistical reasons marked with an additional tag to be removed after the demolition of the old village. Compensation for the outside paint of new homes is being withheld until completion of the entire village. Funerals are taking place in a storage construction for gardening tools the mining office left on the new cemetery, but food gardens next to the homes were drastically shrunk. The tree-flanked curve in the entrance road to the village was geometrically reproduced without geological necessity and new trees planted, so that only from a little distance the new village would resemble the old.

There have been a few rarely mentioned suicides, but the departure of these too young to waste their lives to such conditions and these too old to rebuild their lives had a harsher impact. Nearly all the elderly who chose to relocate to relatives elsewhere have soon died of agony. At the front line of demolition we met a young man who had worked on a farm we saw partly demolished, and slipped through an opening between a wall and a fencepost workers had left to leave through only the not too well fed. At the cliff of the mine the farmer told us not to step too close to the brink because not all digging machine operators produce a stable edge. Allegedly the person least
affected by the relocation was the village idiot and he said most of us are still there.

Number: Eleven
Title: Syria's Forgotten Housing Crisis
Date: Wednesday June 12th, 2013
Name: Antifascist Worker

Content: While the foreign regimes in their blind furor against Assad are busy haggling over how they can make as much blood money as possible with all kinds of weapons, everyday life in this country has challenges which remain beyond the reach of external media attention. It may be that the excessive use of force by the regime is a smokescreen allowing us to see little more than the exchange of statements and explosives, and this narrow outside perception itself is an incentive for the regime to use the display of excessive force to blur the traces of its daily failures. As the United Nations organisation maintains a deliberately misleading debate about the use of chemical agents against protesters, under the guise of its ideologically motivated renewal and development program the regime is continuing its destruction of small remote communities.

The tribes between all fronts of war and diplomacy have found their own ways to struggle against a regime that has lost all decency in its desperate attempts to assure itself of its leadership. Though the choice between armed resistance and non-violent blockade has little to offer, there are successful attempts to stop the destructions. Of course in this repressive context the term success implies that instead of continuing its camouflaged agenda the regime retreats into the empty theatrics of international politics. Details of such incidents are now beginning to leak, since for these operations the regime depends on workers and the economic crisis takes its toll in this country as well.

Workers and tribes usually meet at or on the narrow dirt roads that reach out to where there is no centralised infrastructure. Job security is precarious, and while in their anger over this situation some try to make themselves remembered by their bosses as the most aggressive elements of a shrinking workforce, others experience growing discontent over their management and economic situation as well as having difficulties to find plausible purpose in their results. In one case, a worker had to stop operations due to an encounter with villagers defending themselves against destruction, and explained he had taken the job with the assurance that all buildings he was ordered to work on were empty.

There has not been a situation with people being bulldozed in their houses yet, but the worker said he had quit after he saw a colleague trying to use his machine to run over tribespeople in a roadblock. When locals approached from behind the trees at bulldozers parking in the neighbourhood to quickly climb the machinery, post green
leaves on the windscreens and get themselves back on the ground, one driver forgot about their coffee break, turned the key and ran amok with his device. Once tribespeople had barricaded the rogue vehicle, the operation was cancelled and security forces were called in. The regime sent several battalions and helicopters.

The worker said that he could not justify to part his track for attempts to prevent someone from circumventing his vehicle, but had no choice other than not to do what was not explicitly required of him. When the police leader arrested a tribal elder approaching the scene, villagers were trying to bring water to the police car. The policeman was heard yelling at them: “Be careful not to get shot!” while the search battalions were coming in, the arrested was said to have replied: “For that threat you should have your epaulettes torn down.” The worker told in the interview that this was the moment when he knew that he could not do this job any longer. “After that the captain looked like he knew exactly that he was over the cliff.” Meanwhile, from the view of a disinfomed international public, it was just another unsuccessful government raid for armed insurgents.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

THE REVELATION THAT THE GOVERNMENT HAS BEEN GASSED JEWs WAS MET BY A COLLECTIVE SHRUG.

I SUSPECTED THAT ALL ALONG. DIDN'T SOME LEFTIE BLOGS SAY THAT YEARS AGO?

PEOPLE ARE RESIGNED.

THERE'S NOTHING WE CAN DO. JUST DON'T BE JEWISH AND YOU'LL BE OK.

MOST ARE UNCONCERNED.

PERSONALLY, IT DOESN'T AFFECT ME. IT'S NOT LIKE THEY'RE GASSED ME.

PARTLY THIS IS BECAUSE TV SHOWS AND MOVIES HAVE DESENSITIZED PEOPLE.

IN AN AGE OF "SCHINDLER'S LIST" AND "SOPHIE'S CHOICE," IN A CULTURE OF DRONES AND VIDEO GAMES, THIS IS NO SURPRISE.

ALSO, THE GASSED PROGRAM HAD BIPARTISAN SUPPORT IN WASHINGTON.

IT BEGAN UNDER BUSH AND EXPANDED UNDER OBAMA. SO LET'S NOT START A BICKER FIGHT!

AND OF COURSE, THE NEED TO FEEL SAFE TRUMPS QUANTITY RIGHTS LIKE NOT BEING GASSED.

IT'S A TRADE-OFF. SOME JEWS WHOSE RELATIVES GOT GASSED COULD BECOME BITTER TERRORISTS!
Independent Offer

Liquidation of Unitedstates

In times when mortal crime against world history is the rule of the land and cannot come to an end out of itself, nor by superior force without reproducing it, nor by external judgement because that is target of the crime, nor by faithful instruction, nor by doubt-based erosion, it is both necessary and suitable for the purpose of historical justice and dignity to extend the focus of liquidation from the concrete perpetrators to the abstract entity enabling the evil - to the rule committing the crime. With this definition precisely being met by the conditions of the present, it becomes the central commandment of reason to pronounce the liquidation of what has defined itself as Unitedstates and provide reliable and conclusive instruction for the handling of the remainder. Such final pronouncement does not relate to any authority, hierarchy or institution but is the natural consequence of mortal crime against world history.

Humanity is old enough to know well that any attempt of material hegemony over its affairs is a gateway into exploitation, and so is any assumption of a benign variety thereof, whether political, cultural, economical or militarist. If a hegemony targeting these profane aspects of life already amounts to an annoying parasite and mandates its removal from the role it is taking, a hegemony aiming at the noosphere, the namespaces the members of the species require to compose solutions against material exploitation, is like a parasite carrying a malignant infection - a difference of life and death. The evil of the spying apparatus is not only visible in the damage to individual sovereignty, but as well encompassing all material exploitation enabled by it. In a civilisation collapsing from its own expansion spying against these who resist it is like locking the exits of a burning house.

A satisfactory explanation how Unitedstates got into this dead end of common sense can only be found in its origins from European aberrations. The extent of the spying reveals that despite all shallow statements of the opposite, in its self-perception Unitedstates is entirely dependent upon it for all practical purposes. Its failure to solve the European problem that caused the world wars has led to its inheritance of that role, and as a result its claim of independence is turning out to be an empty promise carrying an unconscious imitation of its European legacy rather than an independent consciousness. Like the criminal rule of the land in Europe was the ancestor of the so-called American dream, the technocratic imitation thereof is its suicide.

Hence, in the course of its liquidation, as much as possible of the current population of Unitedstates is to be transferred into planetary sovereignty in accordance with the decreed annulment of European nations and likewise constructs. As a derivative of the European concept of nation state, as it was prevailing between reformation and globalisation, Unitedstates is subject to existing mandates for liquidation of such entities, and by its material proportion in comparison to European prototypes it is being put on top of the priority list for liquidation. In cleaning out the remainder of a failed system of political rule, Unitedstates is the biggest pile and the first thing to get done with.

To implement the inevitable, the most aware elements of its population opposing the regime and its crimes are called to prepare for the procedure of transfer of subjects and their individual evaluations and compensation of targets both as an ethical and a practical requirement. Liquidation of an evil entity
requires detailed data for the assignment of responsibility for its crimes in order to reduce their political, cultural, economical and militarist effects to a minimum. The more transparency can be obtained over the structure of hegemony, the bigger the chances to survive it. The issue is not whether the field is to be plowed but the harvest of the few good fruit before it comes to that.

The liquidation of the imperialist entity is only beginning with its most criminal nation, and propagating from there along the hierarchy of dependencies that represents the failed system. As a result, with the issue of this independent offer, all nation states willingly and knowingly collaborating with or harbouring elements of imperialist hegemony are subject to decisions made against their patrons. Specifically all entities accepting military occupation by Unitedstates are subject to liquidation as well, in an order determined by its size and duration. The liquidation of Unitedstates implies the immediate deconstruction of its entire cascade of imperialist power. Client states demanding sovereignty against spying while accepting military occupation will by ridiculed by the contradiction.

The liquidation of the flagrant hegemony is the opening to an all-encompassing re-evaluation of its entire legacy, including the return of the stolen data to its legitimate owners, and the elimination of any derivatives thereof. This means research on the origins of cultural narratives, and in case it is to be found that they do, directly or indirectly, originate from spying, the handing over of their deletion privilege to their legitimate owners. The focus is to be put on the political system enabling the spying, and according to its deeds it is to be entirely discarded and its name marked as the identifier of the evil it produced. It is going to be made clear for all future generations of humanity, that never again, not in any circumstances, democracy must be allowed to advertise itself as anything else than the evil ideology enabling the most monstrous crime against world history. Together with the criminal regime, its deceptive ideology shall undergo liquidation and serve as an indicator of successful change – like the absence of the stench signifies the removal of the waste.

The liquidation of the evil empire of useless spying and assaults does only have a purpose with a perspective of something new and promising taking its place and providing meaning to humanity. This is why any such outlook is at risk of becoming a target for the ad hominem attacks coming with the spying. The regime and the system are so bad that they cannot meaningfully compete, but only abuse their privileges to sabotage any alternative to themselves. If our place in the universe was along a cosmic pilgrimage path, it would already be obvious to everyone how the ongoing crime of the Northamerican spying apparatus is an impressive instance of mortal convulsion in the life of a species awaiting extinction. Like the failed industrial economy in its demise is robbing everything to prolong capitalist misery, so does its political foundation and apparatus, even when it mandates its own liquidation. When all other ways to Anarchy are jammed with disinformation, this one opens up.

Jul 20th, 2013